Introduction
We study geometric parametÅzations of the k(s) : (g(r) , z, r(s), a(s)) : m ffi consider the set I whose elements are pairs (gr, (ii) r(gr): -1, a(gr):1. (iii) y:Ps (r(gJ)=0, Im (r(gJ)>0. The real numbers kt : k(gt), kz: k(gz), x : (r(gr), a(g), r(g), a(g)) determine (gr, g) uniquely and
defines a one-to-one mapping ftom I onto 18, l: {16Rlt>1}.
Consider the function/ f(k): lE+rl1rE.
If k increases from I to -, thenf(k\ increases from 2 to *.
Denote kg:k(grogr). By formula (4.11) 
r(k") :l* u *s-ft rr*,rwl.
Inserting x:("(gr), -r(gJ-, -1, l):(t +y)10-y) and supposing (kr-1)(k2-t) v < I <!t:-(h+D(k2+D we get f(k,) : +try -f&,k,) -f (kJ k,)1.
We keep k, and /c, fixed and let y yary between 0 and y1. If y is sufficiently small, then the isometric circles 1(g) and I(S;'\ do not intersect (Figure 2 Figure 3 r (sL) Figure 2 I (s;') Applyrng formula (a.11) in [TS 1l we have now .f(k") : fi lu,os -ft t<k,l k).
Hence /(kr) increases from f(kJk) to f(kft) as x increases from --to 0.
Inserting x--(tan El2\2 we get f(kr) : C--surface which may have a non-empty boundary. This excludes the following surfaces: the sphere, the real projective plane, the disk, the annulus, the Möbius band, the torus, the complex plane and the Klein bottle. These surfaces can be treated by explicit methods.
All surfaces that are not elementary carry hyperbolic metrics. These metrics correspond to conformal structures of the surfaces and can be recovered from the hyperbolic metric of the unit disk via the uniformization theorem. Let "&/(E) be the set of complete hyperbolic metrics on the non-elementary C--surface ).
A diffeomorphism h;E*E induces a mapping h*:-//(E)*"4'114' h*(m) for an me"4/(2) is defined requiring h:(r,h*(m))*(Z,m) be isometric. In this way the group Diffs()) of diffeomorphic self-mappings of ^E isotopic to the identity acts on .,#(2). The The projection n:td-E defines' n*;"4/(E)*"44(.Ed) where n*(m) for an m(l/(Z) is defined by requiring n:(Zd,n*(m))*(2,m) be isometric. This mappingn*inducesaninjectivemapping n*:T(2)*!(.Ed) forwhich n*(Z(tD:T(rd),*.
Here T(Z),* is the set of fixed-points of the induced mapping o*:T(E\*f(2d\ (cf. [MSD. 4. A disk with two holes is a pair of pants. It is a building block for compact oriented surfaces. In order to study Teichmiiller spaces we should first parametrize hyperbolic metrics of pairs of pants. This is, of course, well known. We will, however, briefly indicate how the considerations of Section I can be applied here.
Let P be a fixed topological pair of pants. Denote the boundary components of P by yr,yrand yr. A complete hyperbolic metric m on P corresponds to a complex structure X of P. (P, X) is a Riemann surface whose universal covering is the unit disk which can be normalized in such a way that the covering group G is freely generated by Möbius transformations 91 and g, in 9. The hyperbolic metric of the unit disks then gives the metric m of (P, X). Proof. Let us first show that L is one-to-one. Consider points lml and lm'l in f(P) with L(lml\:L(lm'7).The hyperbolic metrics m and m' can be recovered from the hyperbolic metric of the unit disk by the identifications (P,m):2t16 and (P, m'):DlG' where G is freely generated by gt and grh g and G' is likewise freely generated by gi and gi in 9. Write gr:gzoh, gi:glrogi and assume that gt and, g'j both cover y j, i:1,2,3.
Let k 1 be the multiplier of g, and k!, that of g'i, i :1, 2, 3. Now /.{yr}:leg 7g-and l^,{yr\:logk:i. Hence kj:k'i for i:1,2,3. Consequently, gt=El and 8z:8i, and G:G'. Now the identity mapping of D induces an isometry (P,m)*(P,m') which maps yj onto itself for j:1,2, 3. Since it is also sense preserving it must be homotopic to the identity mapping of P. This means that m and, m' define the same point in I(P), and the mapping Z is injective. is strictly conoex and has a unique minimum.
We will use the above results to find a local geometric parametization for the Teichmiiller space (^X) in terms of lengths of n simple closed curves where n: dim* r(r). is a homeomorphism of f(.E) which depends on the section s.
Let us now try to get a more detailed idea of the mapping (5.3). Fix a n l;;i=-3r-3. For a hyperbolic metric m, the length l^{f i} of the geodesic curve Given an ln the function (5.2) has a unique minimum point (fl0 by Proposition 5.2. If s':(Rf)Be-3*f()) is a continuous section of the mapping (5.1) then for each x€(R1-)3t-3 we may consider the points Gfr"lt. For eachT that point is the unique minimum point of a strictly convex function which depends continuously on the parameter xe (nl)tn-t. Such a minimum point depends continuously on x as well. It follows that
is a continuous section of the mapping (5.1).
That section has the following property: For each x€(Rl)3s-s ailthefunctions t * 16r1"1,1,q{Bi), j : 1,2, ...,3g-3, are strictly increasing for />0 and strictly decreasing for l<0. To get a local parumetization at points of f() which do not belong to Zo we simply replace some (or all) of the curves f; by their Dehn twists around the corresponding ut.ln that way we get a local parametrization for Z()) everywhere.
Parametrization of non-orientable surfaces 6. Let Z be a compact non-orientable C--surface without boundary. Consider its orientable double cover 7r: 2d*2 and assume that Zd is of genus g, g>2. For our considerations it is necessary to get a concrete picture of the covering n:2d*2. l) The components of the fixed-point set of the involution z : 2d -2d, dt, dz, .. . , ds41, &ta boundary curves ofsome pairs ofpants.
2) Let &g+2,...,a,sg-s be the remaining boundary curves. The involution o of )d permutes these curves.
These conditions imply that o maps each a i, j = 1,2, .,., g I l, onto itself and each ar, k>g*I, onto some other uo,. Let us choose the indices in such a way that o(an*1*p):azs-r+k fot k:1,2, ..., g-2.
We can further choose the curves f; associated with the boundary curves o(j in such a way that for j:1,2,...,g+1, 't(fi\:fi and o(Bna1*o):fro-r*o for k:1,2,...,9-2. Then, for j:1,2,... 
